The currently defined "UKIRT Faint Standards" have JHK magnitudes between 10 and 15, with K median = 11.2. These stars will be too bright for the next generation of large telescopes. We have used multi-epoch observations taken as part of the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS) and the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) surveys to identify non-variable stars with JHK magnitudes in the range 16 -19. The stars were selected from the UKIDSS Deep Extragalactic Survey (DXS) and Ultra Deep Survey (UDS), the WFCAM calibration data (WFCAM-CAL08B), the VISTA Deep Extragalactic Observations (VIDEO) and UltraVISTA. Sources selected from the near-infrared databases were paired with the Pan-STARRS Data Release 2 of optical to near-infrared photometry and the Gaia astrometric Data Release 2. Colour indices and other measurements were used to exclude sources that did not appear to be simple single stars. From an initial selection of 169 sources, we present a final sample of 81 standard stars with ZY JHK magnitudes, or a subset, each with 20 to 600 observations in each filter. The new standards have K s median = 17.5. The relative photometric uncertainty for the sample is < 0.006 mag and the absolute uncertainty is estimated to be 0.02 mag. The sources are distributed equatorially and are accessible from both hemispheres. 4 S. K. Leggett et al.
INTRODUCTION
Optical and infrared sky surveys have produced data with excellent astrometric and photometric precision. In 2019, we are benefiting from data releases by ground-and space-based surveys that were many years in the planning.
The Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 ) issued Data Release 2 on 2018 April 25. This release contains astrometric results for about 1.7 billion stars brighter than optical magnitude 21; parallaxes and proper motions are given for about 1.3 billion of these (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) . The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) and the Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS, Chambers et al. 2016) have imaged large areas of the Northern sky in blue/green to far-red/near-infrared filters. Tonry et al. (2012) give transformations between the SDSS and Pan-STARRS photometric systems. After transformation, the rms difference between the SDSS and Pan-STARRS griz photometry is 8 mmag, following a recalibration of the SDSS photome-E-mail sleggett@gemini.edu try with new flat fields and zero points derived from Pan-STARRS (Finkbeiner et al. 2016) . This is consistent with Padmanabhan et al. (2008) who report a relative calibration accuracy of 0.7 -1.3% for each filter in the SDSS.
Several near-infrared surveys of the sky have been undertaken in the last two decades. The 2-micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) was executed between 1997 and 2001, with 1.3 m telescopes in both hemispheres providing complete sky coverage. The UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence et al. 2007) consisted of several Northern-hemisphere sub-surveys using the WFCAM camera and ZY JHK filters, and was executed between 2007 and 2011 on the 3.8 m UKIRT on Mauna Kea. Following UKIDSS, in 2012, the UKIRT Hemisphere Survey (UHS, Dye et al. 2018 ) began, and aims to provide continuous coverage in the J and K bands over the Declination range of zero to +60 degrees. A collaboration between the University of Hawaii and the United States Naval Observatory is continuing the UKIRT survey and adding the H band (Hodapp et al. 2018 ). In the Southern hemisphere, the 4.1 m Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA Sutherland et al. 2015) started surveying the sky 2 S. K. Leggett et al. in 2009 ; the first surveys are complete or nearing completion as of 2019 1 ; VISTA is producing several sub-surveys using the ZY JHK s filters, or a subset. González-Fernández et al. (2018) compare the VISTA and UKIDSS photometric systems using equatorial stars observed with both cameras. The differences are small, and after transformation the rms difference between the measurement sets is 1 -3 mmag at JHK.
The near-infrared surveys cover the entire sky and provide 1 -10 sources per square arcminute on average. Such stars could be used to calibrate science data to ∼10% (González-Fernández et al. 2018; Hodgkin et al. 2009 ). Photometric standard stars are needed to calibrate data more accurately. In the near-infrared these have frequently been provided by UKIRT measurements published by Hawarden et al. (2001) and Leggett et al. (2006) . The UKIRT Faint Standards (FS) cover a range in Declination of −25 to +55 degrees. They have JHK Vega magnitudes of 10 -15 with K median = 11.2 and σ median = 0.01. The UKIRT FS require integration times of 1 -10 seconds when observed on 8 m telescopes such as at the Gemini Observatory. On future telescopes with diameters three or more times larger, the integration times will be < 1 s; such short integrations are not only inefficient, they may give rise to calibration problems such as poor linearity corrections (e.g. Leggett et al. 2006) .
In this paper we identify stars in the UKIDSS and VISTA surveys that are fainter than the UKIRT FS by a factor of ∼100. We select sources that have a large number of repeat measurements which show them to be non-variable, and which have high precision photometric measurements. We pair the list of candidates with the Pan-STARRS and Gaia databases and use the optical and near-infrared colours to refine the sample and produce a set of well-measured and well-behaved single stars.
THE SURVEYS
The Northern hemisphere UKIDSS (with the WFCAM camera) and the Southern hemisphere VISTA use similarsize telescopes, and similar filters defined according to the Mauna Kea Observatories filter specifications (Tokunaga et al. 2002) . Survey data generated by both telescopes are initially processed by the Cambridge Astronomy Survey Unit (CASU) and then transferred to the Wide-Field Astronomy Unit (WFAU) in Edinburgh for further processing and archiving (Cross et al. 2012; Hambly et al. 2008 ). Table 1 gives a summary of the properties of the surveys used in this work.
Each of the surveys has a source table (e.g. dxsSource) which contains band-merged detections from deep images. In addition, for the surveys used here, there is a variability table (e.g. dxsVariability) which contains the light-curve statistics for each primary source that is detected in at least one epoch. Details of the multi-epoch table structure and processing can be found in Cross et al. (2009) . The number of good observations for each filter and each source is given as nGoodObs in the variability table; these are measurements References: (1) Lawrence et al. (2007) , (2) Jarvis et al. (2013) , (3) McCracken et al. (2012) , (4) Ferreira Lopes et al. (2015) . a For the UDS, the source table aperture magnitudes are not aperture corrected and the variability table mean magnitudes are. For a sample of 30 objects, we find an average offset in photometry of 0.190 ± 0.005, 0.202 ± 0.006, and 0.179 ± 0.006, at J, H and K respectively, such that the mean magnitudes are brighter. b For UltraVISTA there are differences in the aperture corrections and zeropoints used for the source table aperture magnitudes and the variability table mean magnitudes. For a sample of 19 objects we find meanMag − aperMag3 = 0.020±0.005, 0.052±0.006, −0.025±0.010, and −0.004±0.012 at Y, J, H and K s respectively.
which are not flagged as blended, saturated, etc. using the post-processing error bit flag (ppErrBits), i.e. a good observation has ppErrBits=0 2 . The source and variability tables share the same primary key sourceID.
Our goal is to identify stars that are not variable, that have well-measured JHK magnitudes, and are fainter than K = 16. Therefore we only used surveys with variability tables for all of the J, H, and K filters. This means we include the UKIDSS Deep Extragalactic Survey (DXS), Ultra Deep Survey (UDS) and WFCAMCAL calibration data, but do not include the UKIDSS Galactic Clusters, Galactic Plane or Large Area Surveys (GCS, GPS, LAS). Similarly we use the VISTA Deep Extragalactic Observations Survey (VIDEO) and UltraVISTA surveys, but do not include the VISTA Kilo-Degree Infrared Galaxy, Magellanic Clouds, Variables in the Via Lactea, or Hemisphere Surveys (VIKING, VMC, VVV, VHS). The DXS, UDS, WFCAMCAL and VIDEO surveys are complete. The UltraVISTA survey is being continued 3 with a final data release planned for 2021 4 .
The variability flag for each source (variableClass) is determined from repeat measurements and is stored in the variability table (Cross et al. 2009 ). The value is determined by the significance of the weighted average of the intrinsic noise over the expected noise, as given by a noise model for each pointing and each band. The weighting of the intrinsic noise is based on the number of good observations: w f = N o b s, f −N mi n N o b s, ma x −N mi n , where N min = 5 is the minimum number of observations necessary to measure variability, N obs, f is the number of good observations in that band, and N obs,max is the maximum number of good observations for the star in any band. The default classification is non-variable (variableClass = 0), and if a star has fewer than 5 good observations in all bands it will be classified as non-variable; none of the objects selected here fall into this category. If a star has fewer than 5 observations in all bands but one, that band will determine the classification. If there are hundreds of observations in one band and tens in the others, the band with hundreds will have a strong weighting compared to the others. The star is classified as variable (variableClass = 1) if the ratio of the weighted intrinsic noise to the expected noise is > 3.
We adopt the mean photometric magnitudes and uncertainties given in the variability tables as the reference calibration data in this work, and not the source table aperture magnitudes, for the following reasons. In some cases, the source tables do not go as deep as the stacked variability images; this is the case for the WFCAMCAL08 database where it was important to avoid source blending for calibration purposes. For the Ultra Deep Survey the source table photometry AperMag is not aperture-corrected, while the variability photometry MeanMag is (Table 1, Section 3). For the most recently processed survey, UltraVISTA, there are small differences between the variability and source table photometry due to different aperture corrections and Vegato-AB zeropoint corrections (Table 1 , Section 3). These issues will be corrected in a forthcoming UltraVISTA release. The variability photometry is processed in the same way for all the surveys used here, and so provides a self-consistent sample.
THE SQL SELECTIONS
We used the WFCAM Science Archive 5 and the VISTA Science Archive 6 to query the DXS, UDS, UltraVISTA, VIDEO and WFCAMCAL databases. The most recent data releases available at the time of writing were used: Data Release 11 of the DXS and UDS was used, Data Release 4 for UltraVISTA, Data Release 5 for VIDEO, and WF-CAMCAL08B. For all surveys we selected for the photometric source to be the same as the source in the variability catalogue and for non-variable sources, for example SELECT FROM dxsSource AS s, dxsVariability AS v WHERE s.sourceID=v.sourceID AND v.variableClass=0.
We selected for point sources using the surveys' morphological classifications. For the shallower surveys -DXS and WFCAMCAL -the classification scheme uses a statistic which describes how point-like each object is with respect to an empirically derived, idealized radial profile representing the point source function (PSF) for the frame (Irwin et al. 2004; Hambly et al. 2008) . The deeper surveys -UDS, UltraVISTA and VIDEO -use the TERAPIX SWARP image resampling tool (Bertin et al. 2002) and the CLASS STAR statistic 7 generated by the SEXTRACTOR software (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) , together with magnitude cuts in each band (Liske et al. 2003; Warren et al. 5 http://wsa.roe.ac.uk 6 http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/vsa 7 https://sextractor.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ClassStar. html 2007). We found that we could select a good-sized sample of objects (more than ten) from each of the DXS, UDS, and WFCAMCAL surveys by selecting for stars only, using s.mergedClass=-1. For VIDEO we relaxed the selection to stars and probable stars, with s.mergedClass in (-1, -2), in order to get a useful sample. For UltraVISTA we found that the mergedClass statistic in the source table classifies all sources with multi-filter photometry as galaxies. A visual inspection of the sources in the stacked images showed that the PSFs in the Y and J images are extended. We expect that future releases of the ongoing UltraVISTA survey will include improved morphological classifications. For this work, for UltraVISTA, we selected for possible stars by using the class statistic determined from the H and K images, s.hclassStat>0.7 AND s.ksclassStat>0.7, and we use additional profile and colour selections to separate galaxies from stars (Section 6).
We selected for precise photometry by restricting the uncertainty in the mean magnitude to ≤ 0.006 mag. The photometric uncertainties are given in the variability catalogue by the rms value of the multiple measurements (MagRms) and the median absolute deviation of the magnitude (MagMAD): we selected for sources where these values scaled as expected with nGoodObs, for example (v.jMagMAD/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))<=0.004 AND (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))<=0.006.
For the DXS, VIDEO and WFCAMCAL surveys we selected for consistency between the source and variability table magnitudes by limiting the difference to 2.5 σ where σ is determined from the variability rms and the source aperture magnitude error, for example, (s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT( s.jAperMag3err * s.jAperMag3err + (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)) * (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)))). For the UDS and UltraVISTA surveys, where there are systematic differences between the source and variability table magnitudes (Section 2 and Table 1), we selected for objects with a small range around the average offset; for example for the UDS we used (s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag < 0.20) AND (s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag > 0.18), and for UltraVISTA we used ((s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag) <= -0.04) AND ((s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag) >= -0.08).
A limit on target declination was also implemented. In Sections 6 and 7 we use Pan-STARRS optical data, together with the near-infrared data, to further refine the star/galaxy separation and to remove sources which may be multiple, as evidenced by unusual colours. For this reason we restricted our searches to declination > −30 • .
The constraints on brightness and number of observations in each filter varied with each survey. Sources with K > 16 or K > 16.5 were selected from the DXS, UltraV-ISTA and WFCAMCAL, while sources with K > 17.5 were selected from the deeper UDS and VIDEO surveys (Table  1) . For the data to be of calibration quality, we adopt a minimum number of measurements of 20 for each object in each filter. Less than twenty H-band observations were obtained for some objects in the DXS, and for that survey we restricted the search to a minimum of 20 observations in J and K and 5 in H, in order to use the colour information. The minimum number of observations for the other surveys ranged from 20 to 100 for each filter. While the JHK filters writing. The Pan-STARRS grizy magnitudes ranged from 18 to 23.
For about one-third of the sample, one or two of the Pan-STARRS filters have an aperture and PSF magnitude that differ by more than 2.5σ. About 60% of these we identify as possible galaxies below. The majority of the remainder have PSF and aperture magnitude differences that are not large in absolute terms, and it is possible that the uncertainties are slightly underestimated in this Pan-STARRS release.
Sources with Pan-STARRS AB magnitudes r 21 and i 20.5 were detected by Gaia, consistent with the G < 21 limit of Gaia Data Release 2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) . Of those, about 85% have proper motion measurements (all 30 mas yr −1 ). About one-third of the sources with proper motion measurements have a trigonometric parallax measurement that is positive and has an uncertainty smaller than the parallax measurement. Fifteen of the 169 objects found in our searches have a Gaia parallax measurement that is significant. The next release of Gaia data, expected in the third quarter of 2020, will include additional and improved astrometry 10 .
STAR/GALAXY SEPARATION
Our goal here is to provide as clean a sample as possible of truly point source calibrators, so that, even if imaged at very high resolution, the aperture corresponding to the photometry is unambiguous. We therefore further prune the sample by excluding possible galaxies. Davies et al. (2018) determined that stars and galaxies can be separated in VISTA data by using a near-infrared colour index. Davies et al. (2018) select for galaxies by applying the colour cut (H − K s) − (Y − J) > −0.26, and verified the selection by visual inspection of objects brighter than Y = 21.2. Not all of our sample has a Y -band measurement and we determined the (H − K s) − (y AB − J) color, replacing the VISTA Y V ega with the Pan-STARRS y AB magni-tude. Calibrating that index against the VISTA index, we adopt as a stellar indicator
We also explored the use of the Pan-STARRS PSF and Kron magnitudes, searching for the brighter Kron magnitudes that would be expected if the source was extended (e.g. Chambers et al. 2016, their Figure 19 ). Chambers et al. (2016) find that stars can be selected by PSF − Kron < 0.05 magnitude, for magnitudes as faint as ∼ 21. Figure 1 combines these two indicators, plotting (H − K s)−(Y − J) and (H −K s)−(y AB − J) against PSF − Kron magnitudes for each of the Pan-STARRS filters. The star/galaxy cuts are shown in the Figure; we excluded as possible galaxies sources which are either too red in one or both of the color indices, or too bright in any of the PSF − Kron colours. The sources that remain are shown in black in Figure 1 , and lie to the lower left, or have error bars that would place them in the lower left, of each panel (error bars are omitted from the Figure for clarity). These cuts identified 77 of the 169 sources as possible galaxies, and we omit them from the standard star sample. The Appendix Table B1 lists the possible galaxies together with Pan-STARRS and VISTAsystem photometry, and Gaia data where available.
EXCLUSION OF MULTIPLE SYSTEMS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
We further refine the likely-star sample of 92 objects by excluding sources with atypical colours. These may be multiple systems, or the colours may be compromised in some way.
To produce a conservative sample, we reject outliers from colour sequences prescribed by the majority of the sample. Figure 2 shows bluer colorsg AB −r AB , r AB −i AB , i AB −z AB -and Figure 3 redder coloursz AB − y AB , y AB − J V ega , J V ega − H V ega . We identify 7 sources as outliers; these are shown as open circles in Figures 2 and 3 and listed in Appendix Table C1 . Figures 2 and 3 include color sequences produced by stellar model atmospheres. We used the BT-SETTL models (Allard et al. 2012; Baraffe et al. 2015) and the PARSEC models (Bressan et al. 2012; Girardi et al. 2000) , for a range of metallicity as described in the Figure caption. For both model sets the g − r colour deviates significantly from observation for M-type stars; this may be due to some issue common to the model atmospheres or it may be due to errors in the g bandpass adopted by both modelling groups, which could introduce a colour term. The colors and absolute magnitudes (where available), combined with the models, imply that the sample consists of dwarf stars with masses between 0.1 and 1.0 M .
Lastly, for the DXS, VIDEO and WFCAMCAL surveys, where there is no offset between the source table aperture magnitudes and the variability table mean magnitudes (Sections 2, 3), we excluded sources where these values deviated significantly. The earlier selections excluded discrepant sources based on the variability rms, now we exclude sources based on the variability MAD values. We excluded sources where the aperture and mean magnitudes differed by > 0.03 mag and the difference was significant by > 2.5 σ. Four additional objects were rejected by this criterion and Figure 2 . Colours of the likely stellar sources. No reddening correction has been applied. Open circles are objects with one or more colours that deviate from the loci identified by the sample. The thinner lines are model isochrones from the BT-SETTL set (black, Allard et al. (2012) ; Baraffe et al. (2015) ) and the PAR-SEC set (grey, Bressan et al. (2012) ; Girardi et al. (2000) ). For these sequences, age in Gyr and [m/H] are: 5, 0.0 (solid line); 1.0, +0.3 (dashed line); 10, −0.5 (dash-dot line). The thick brown lines indicate the regions adopted here as defining normal star colours. Two sources are excluded in the top panel, being either too blue in g AB − r AB or in r AB − i AB . One of these is also an outlier in the lower panel, along with four other sources that appear too blue in r AB − i AB or too red in i AB − z AB . Spectral types along the x axis are from the relationship between r AB − i AB and type given by Covey et al. (2007). these are listed in Appendix Table C2 . All of these rejected sources are at the faint end of the associated survey.
After exclusion of these 11 objects, the final sample consists of 81 stars ranging in spectral type from K2 to M6. Table 2 compiles the Pan-STARRS, UKIDSS/VISTA and Gaia data for the final sample of 81 stars. Spectral types are also given; these are estimated from the r AB − i AB color (Covey et al. 2007) where available. Where this color was not available the type was estimated by interpolating the i AB − z AB or y AB − J V ega colors, using stars with all three colors to define the relationships. 
FINAL SAMPLE
RA • Type RA • Decl. • Parallax µ RA µ Decl. G g r i z y Z Y J H K s Decl. • ± mas ± mas ± mas ± mas yr −1 ± mas yr −1 ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± UVISTA
CALIBRATION DATA
Tables 3 and 4 list the photometric calibration data for Z and Y , and Tables 5 and 6 list the photometric calibration data for JHK(s), selected from the WFCAM (UKIDSS) and VISTA archives respectively. The transformations between the WFCAM and VISTA systems are given in Section 4. The uncertainties in the magnitudes which have been converted to the VISTA system includes the uncertainty in the transformation.
We only include stars with twenty or more good observations in the variability tables, for each filter, for use as calibrators. Figure 4 illustrates the location on the sky of the new photometric standards, and Figure 5 shows the magnitude distribution for each filter.
The mean magnitude from the variability table, with an uncertainty given by 1.484 × MagM AD/ √ nGoodObs − 1, is the fundamental photometric reference for calibration purposes. The photometry presented here has a relative uncer-tainty of < 0.006 mag. González-Fernández et al. (2018) and Hodgkin et al. (2009) compare the WFCAM and UKIDSS photometric systems, compare each system to the 2MASS system, and compare the WFCAM system to the FS system which is defined by a different camera on UKIRT. The authors also examine the VISTA and WFCAM colours of samples of A0 stars, which by definition are zero. These various comparisons suggest that the VISTA and WFCAM photometric accuracy is 0.02 mag, which also applies to the sample of stars presented here.
CONCLUSIONS
The traditional near-infrared photometric standard stars published by Hawarden et al. (2001) and Leggett et al. (2006) are too bright for efficient observing by current 8to 10-m class telescopes, and future extremely large 30-to 40-m class telescopes. In order to provide a set of fainter standards for community use, we queried the DXS, UDS, WFCAMCAL, VIDEO and UltraVISTA surveys using the WFCAM and VISTA Science Archives. Non-variable, probable stars were identified with JHK(s) magnitudes between 16 and 19. The initial sample of 169 sources was further refined by excluding 77 objects that may be galaxies, as indicated by red/near-infrared colours or PAN-STARRS Kron magnitudes. Eleven of the remaining sources were excluded due to atypical colours, or discrepant aperture and mean magnitudes from the source and variability tables, respectively. In this way we have produced a sample of 81 non-variable objects with precise photometry, that are likely to be single K and M stars. The new standard stars are distributed equatorially and are accessible from both hemispheres. Table 7 collates the calibration data on the VISTA ZY JHK s photometric system. The table also gives a unique running identification number for convenience -we refer to this as the Very Faint Standard, or VFS, identification number. We also give standard IAU names based on sexagesimal coordinate strings. Finder charts are presented in Appendix D. dec, s.jAperMag3, v.jMeanMag, v.jnGoodObs, s.jAperMag3err, v.jMagRms, v.jMagMAD, s.hAperMag3, v.hMeanMag, v.hnGoodObs, s.hAperMag3err, v.hMagRms, v.hMagMAD, s.kAperMag3, v.kMeanMag, v.knGoodObs, s.kAperMag3err, v.kMagRms, v. kMagMAD FROM dxsSource AS s, dxsVariability AS v WHERE s.sourceID=v.sourceID AND s.mergedClass=-1 AND v.variableClass=0 AND s.dec > -30 AND v.kMeanMag>16.5 AND v.jnGoodObs>20 AND v.hnGoodObs>5 AND v.knGoodObs>20 AND (v.jMagMAD/(SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.hMagMAD/(SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.kMagMAD/(SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND ((s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.jAperMag3err * s.jAperMag3err + (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)) * (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.hAperMag3 -v.hMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.hAperMag3err * s.hAperMag3err + (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)) * (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.kAperMag3 -v.kMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.kAperMag3err * s.kAperMag3err + (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1)) * (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1))))) SQL for the UDS NOTE: there is an offset between AperMag3 and MeanMag due to the former not being aperture-corrected. SELECT s.ra, s.dec, s.jAperMag3, v.jMeanMag, v.jnGoodObs, s.jAperMag3err, v.jMagRms, v.jMagMAD, s.hAperMag3, v.hMeanMag, v.hnGoodObs, s.hAperMag3err, v.hMagRms, v.hMagMAD, s.kAperMag3, v.kMeanMag, v.knGoodObs, s.kAperMag3err, v.kMagRms, v.kMagMAD FROM udsSource AS s, jnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.hMagMAD/(SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.kMagMAD/(SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND s.jAperMag3err<=0.003 AND s.hAperMag3err<=0.003 AND s. SQL for the UltraVISTA NOTE: there is an offset between AperMag3 and MeanMag due to differences in the aperture correction and zeropoints. SELECT v.sourceID, s.ra, s.dec, v.variableClass, s.yclassStat, s.jclassStat, s.hclassStat, s.ksclassStat, s.yAperMag3, v.ymeanMag, v.ynGoodObs, s.yAperMag3err, v.yMagRms, v.yMagMAD, s.jAperMag3, v.jmeanMag, v.jnGoodObs, s.jAperMag3err, v.jMagRms, v.jMagMAD, s.hAperMag3, v.hmeanMag, v.hnGoodObs, s.hAperMag3err, v.hMagRms, v.hMagMAD, s.ksAperMag3, v.ksmeanMag, v.ksnGoodObs, s.ksAperMag3err, v.ksMagRms, v.ksMagMAD FROM ultravistaSource AS s, ynGoodObs-1)))<=0.004 AND (v.jMagMAD/(SQRT(v.jnGoodObs-1)))<=0.004 AND (v.hMagMAD/(SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.ksMagMAD/(SQRT(v.ksnGoodObs-1)))<=0.004 AND (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs-1))<=0.006 AND (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs-1))<=0.006 AND (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs-1))<=0.006 AND (v.ksMagRms/SQRT(v.ksnGoodObs-1))<=0.006 AND SELECT v.sourceID, s.ra, s.dec, s.mergedClass, s.zAperMag3, v.zMeanMag, v.znGoodObs, s.zAperMag3err, v.zMagRms, v.zMagMAD, s.yAperMag3, v.ymeanMag, v.ynGoodObs, s.yAperMag3err, v.yMagRms, v.yMagMAD, s.jAperMag3, v.jmeanMag, v.jnGoodObs, s.jAperMag3err, v.jMagRms, v.jMagMAD, s.hAperMag3, v.hmeanMag, v.hnGoodObs, s.hAperMag3err, v.hMagRms, v.hMagMAD, s.ksAperMag3, v.ksmeanMag, v.ksnGoodObs, s.ksAperMag3err, v.ksMagRms, v.ksMagMAD FROM videoSource AS s, ynGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.jMagMAD/(SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.hMagMAD/(SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.ksMagMAD/(SQRT(v.ksnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.ksMagRms/SQRT(v.ksnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND ((s.yAperMag3 -v.yMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.yAperMag3err * s.yAperMag3err + (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs -1)) * (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.jAperMag3err * s.jAperMag3err + (v.jMagRms/SQRT(jnGoodObs -1)) * (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.hAperMag3 -v.hMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.hAperMag3err * s.hAperMag3err + (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)) * (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.ksAperMag3 -v.ksMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.ksAperMag3err * s.ksAperMag3err + (v.ksMagRms/SQRT(ksnGoodObs -1)) * (v.ksMagRms/SQRT(ksnGoodObs -1))))) SQL for WFCAMCAL SELECT s. ra, s.dec, s.zAperMag3, v.zMeanMag, v.znGoodObs, s.zAperMag3err, v.zMagRms, v.zMagMAD, s.yAperMag3, v.yMeanMag, v.ynGoodObs, s.yAperMag3err, v.yMagRms, v.yMagMAD, s.jAperMag3, v.jMeanMag, v.jnGoodObs, s.jAperMag3err, v.jMagRms, v.jMagMAD, s.hAperMag3, v.hMeanMag, v.hnGoodObs, s.hAperMag3err, v.hMagRms, v.hMagMAD, s.kAperMag3, v.kMeanMag, v.knGoodObs, s.kAperMag3err, v.kMagRms, v.kMagMAD FROM calSource AS s, ynGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.jMagMAD/(SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.hMagMAD/(SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.kMagMAD/(SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1)))<=0.004 AND (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1))<=0.006 AND ((s.yAperMag3 -v.yMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.yAperMag3err * s.yAperMag3err + (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs -1)) * (v.yMagRms/SQRT(v.ynGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.jAperMag3 -v.jMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.jAperMag3err * s.jAperMag3err + (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1)) * (v.jMagRms/SQRT(v.jnGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.hAperMag3 -v.hMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.hAperMag3err * s.hAperMag3err + (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1)) * (v.hMagRms/SQRT(v.hnGoodObs -1))))) AND ((s.kAperMag3 -v.kMeanMag) < 2.5 * (SQRT(s.kAperMag3err * s.kAperMag3err + (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1)) * (v.kMagRms/SQRT(v.knGoodObs -1))))) APPENDIX B: POSSIBLE GALAXIES 
SQL for VIDEO

